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Genuine Accessories

A wide range of specially designed Honda Genuine
Accessories is available to help you make the most of your
bike’s endless possibilities. Honda’s attention to detail means
you can confidently take on highway speeds without
compromising control or convenience. Even better, each
accessory is quality tested and guaranteed for two years.

Please visit our website at www.honda-access.com

Comfort

08T50-MFA-KIT2

patented heat-adjustable grip heater
integrated circuit to protect the battery
from draining
special heat-resistant glue available

Grip heater kit

08P72-MFA-800

set of 2 black polymer knuckle
deflectors
attach to the front upper cowl to
further improve wind protection

Knuckle deflector set

08P60-KRJ-800A

additional backrest pad on lower top
box for extra comfort
for 45L top box

Lower top box (45L-colour-matched) pad

08M50-MFA-800

for more secure parking on variable
ground surfaces
facilitates cleaning and rear wheel
maintenance

Mainstand



08U91-MBT-800

two black polyurethane armrests
installed on the right and left side of the
top box lid
increase pillion comfort
for 45L top box only

Pillion armrest set

08P60-KTF-800

additional backrest pad on top box lid
for superior pillion comfort
for 35L top box

Top box (35L) pad

Luggage

08L63-KAZ-011

holds luggage to rear carrier and pillion
seat
black colour

Cargo net

08L56-KAZ-800

can contain an A4-size file (not A4
binder)
approximately 13L of carrying
capacity
includes rain cover

Magnetic tankbag (13L)

08L52-MFA-800

set of two specially designed,
aerodynamic and fully integrated 29L
panniers
pannier stays included
additional lock barrel and spare keys
included

Pannier kit (29L)

08L52-MFA-860 R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08L52-MFA-830 NH-A48M Quasar Silver Metallic
08L52-MFA-870 NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08L52-MFA-880 Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

set of two specially designed,
aerodynamic and fully integrated 33L
panniers
produced in matching colours
each pannier can contain one full-face
helmet
pannier stays included
additional lock barrel and spare keys
included

Pannier kit (33L)

08L56-MCW-800

set of two strong, light grey, nylon-
fabric pannier inner bags
16L of carrying capacity each, front
pocket included
handle and straps for carrying ease
black embroidered Honda Wing logo
on front pocket

Pannier inner bag set deluxe

08L42-MFA-800

black sturdy rear carrier with
integrated pillion grab rails
required for KTF, EWL and MCW top
boxes

Rear carrier
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08L55-KTF-8P0B R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08L55-KTF-810B NH-A48M Quasar silver Metallic
08L55-KTF-8Z0B NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08L55-KTF-830G Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

35L of carrying capacity
can store one full-face helmet or two
open-face helmets
quick-locking and easily detachable
top box lid produced in matching
colour
top box pad not included
must be combined with rear carrier
08L42-MFA-800, top box bracket
08Z51-MFA-800 and top box carrier
08L42-MCW-B00

Top box (35L-KTF)

08L56-KPR-800

black nylon bag with silver Honda
Wing logo on front pocket
expandable from 15 to 25L
front pocket can contain an A4-size
file
comes with adjustable shoulder belt
and carrying handle

Top box (35L) inner bag

08L42-MCW-B00

injection-moulded resin top box
carrier
bolts directly to the top box bracket
attention: for KTF top box only!

Top box carrier

08L55-MCW-8T0A R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08L55-MCW-880A NH-A48M Quasar Silver Metallic
08L55-MCW-8X0A NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08L55-MCW-8Y0A Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

45L of carrying capacity
can store two full-face helmets and
more
top box lid produced in matching
colour
features locking quick-detach
mounting system
top box carrier, pillion backrest and
top box mat included
must be combined with rear carrier
08L42-MFA-800 and top box bracket
08Z51-MFA-800

Top box (45L-MCW)

08L56-MY5-800

black nylon bag with silver Honda
Wing logo on front pocket
expandable from 21 to 33L
front pocket can contain an A4-size
file
comes with adjustable shoulder belt
and carrying handle
fits in all 45L top boxes

Top box (45L) inner bag

08L56-MCW-A00

light grey nylon bag with black zippers
and black embroidered Honda Wing
logo on front pocket
expandable from 21 to 33L
front pocket can contain an A4-size
file
comes with adjustable shoulder belt
and carrying handle
fits in all 45L top boxes

Top box (45L) inner bag deluxe

08Z51-MFA-800

bracket for rear carrier 08L42-
MFA-800
required for KTF and MCW top boxes

Top box bracket (floating system)

Decoration

08F48-MFA-860A R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08F48-MFA-830A NH-A48M Quasar Silver Metallic
08F48-MFA-870A NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08F48-MFA-880A Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

colour-matched covers placed on the
crankcase
gives a personal touch to the bike

Crankcase ornament set
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08F86-MFA-800

tailor-made carbon-print meter panel
carbon pattern matches tank pad and
fuel lid cover
for a more focused look of sharp,
aggressive performance

Meter panel

08F84-MER-8F0 R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08F84-MER-880 NH-A48M Quasar Silver Metallic
08F84-MER-8P0 NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08F84-MER-8R0 Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

Pannier (29L) colour panel set

08F74-MFA-860 R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08F74-MFA-830 NH-A48M Quasar Siver Metallic
08F74-MFA-870 NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08F74-MFA-880 Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

is installed in place of pillion seat
gives a more focused look of sharp,
aggressive performance
easy access to carrying space
underneath

Rear seat cowl

08P54-MFA-800

tailor-made, 3D-shape, carbon-print
top bridge cover
covers the upper triple clamp
completely to give the bike a more
focused look
carbon pattern matches meter panel,
tank pad and fuel lid cover

Top bridge cover

Protection

08P34-BC3-801

protects paintwork against U.V. rays
water-resistant breathable fabric that
allows the bike to dry up while covered
rope to tighten the cover to avoid
fluttering
two holes in front lower area for easy
introduction of U-lock

Outdoor cycle cover

08P34-MCW-800A

set of luxury left and right pannier
indoor covers with a classy design
protect the 35L panniers unattached
from the unit
feature Honda Wing logo

Pannier (35L) cover set

08P73-KBV-800

A4 size, may be cut to suit
protects paintwork against scratches
self-adhesive

Protective film

08F63-MFA-860 R-320P Pearl Siena Red
08F63-MFA-800 Silver Metallic
08F63-MFA-830 NH-A48M Quasar Silver Metallic
08F63-MFA-870 NH-A84P Pearl Nightstar Black
08F63-MFA-880 Y-200P Pearl Amber Yellow

gives a more classy look to the bike
protects the rear shock absorber from
dirt

Rear wheel hugger
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08P61-KAZ-800F

helps to protect tank from scratches

Tank pad 2

08P61-KAZ-800A

3-piece carbon-fibre look adhesive-
backed tank pad
helps to protect tank from scratches
features Honda Wing logo

Tank pad (Honda Wing logo)

08P61-KAZ-800B

lens coating and carbon-fibre looks
helps to protect tank from scratches
features HRC logo

Tank pad (HRC logo)

08P61-MEE-800

features carbon print and HRC logo
helps to protect tank and fuel lid cover
from scratches

Tank pad and fuel lid cover set

08P34-MCW-800B

luxury top box indoor cover with a
classy design
protects the 45L top box unattached
from the unit
features Honda logo

Top box (45L) cover

08P11-KTF-800

black synthetic mat
for 35L KTF top box

Top box (35L-KTF) mat

Anti-Theft

08E55-MFA-800A

compact alarm unit with 118dB siren
and back-up battery
low-consumption sleep mode to
protect the battery from draining
movement and shock detector
featuring 8 sensitivity settings
easy and reliable model-specific
installation by means of connectors
and pre-wiring

AVERTO alarm kit

08M53-KAZ-800

tamper-resistant barrel key U-lock
fits under the seat

U-lock 120/340
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Other

08712-000-1

special heat-resistant glue for heated
grips

Honda bond A
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